YOU DID IT!

Congratulations on your offer of admission! IT’S ALL HERE. PLEASE JOIN US!

DEGREES
BACHELOR OF MUSIC
MASTERS OF MUSIC
ARTISTS DIPLOMA IN PERFORMANCE

STRINGS

“Montclair State University gave me a chance to rebuild my foundation and thrive as a student. Working with such accomplished faculty members and exploring the vast music genre, widened my perspective as a musician. Because of the work I’ve done here at Montclair, I feel very secure and confident about my future and myself as a musician.”

—DOROTHY, M.M. VIOLA PERFORMANCE 2020

“The Cali School of Music provides faculty members that teach more than just the instrument but inspire music students with time and passion. I am able to learn so much from grasping the multiple opportunities the school provides ranging from masterclasses to weekly ensemble coaching, from baroque to new music. I could not be more thankful to have Montclair as my first contact to serious music making which prepares me for all kinds of musical challenges in the future.”

—EUGENE YUEN, B.M. CELLO PERFORMANCE 2020

STRING PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

The Cali School of Music offers comprehensive training in technique, theory, literature, and pedagogy in programs ranging from undergraduate through a two-year graduate quartet residency. Students perform repertoire from early to new music in solo recitals, chamber ensembles and orchestra. The Shanghai Quartet, artists-in-residence, teach, mentor and perform. Students have additional opportunities to develop their musicianship through coaching, master classes presented by world-renowned artists, and learning from the cultural riches of New York City nearby.

montclair.edu/music
Contact us: 973.655.7610
musauditions@montclair.edu
Kathryn Lockwood: lockwoodka@montclair.edu

FACULTY

VIOLIN
Weigang Li*
Yi-Wen Jiang*
Mary Ann Mumm
Hyeyung Yoon

VIOLA
Honggang Li*
Kathryn Lockwood

CELLO
Nicholas Tzavaras*
Tomoko Fujita

DOUBLE BASS
Nate White
Lou Kosma
Jeremy McCoy

GUITAR
Darren O’Neill, Guitar Program Coordinator
David Graessle
Sylwia Kloc

GUITAR/LUTE
Jason Priset

HARP
André Tarantiles

STRING TECHNIQUES

Ardith Collins

*Shanghai Quartet
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